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Abstract: The last of the three major biological thresholds, the death phenomenon
involves an irreversible transition from the “white world” into “the world beyond the world”,
a world represented by an imaginary model.
Ritual practices provided by this event are meant to lighten the parting for the
deceased, safely from this world to guide it to the World beyond, and to protect him of
the evil spirits and furthermore to ensure him the inclusion on the other land. At the
same time, rites are being carried out to restore the moral and social balance of the
family and the wider community.
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Unavoidable moment in one’s live, death as biological boundary of human
existence implies an irreversible transition from Our World to the Great Beyond,
from one existential status to another. By dying, it is concluded on human sense the
physical existence, but in the meantime, it becomes “the beginning of a spiritual
existence”1. It is a transition to another ontological level, free from the laws grasps
of life under the laws of death with profound social implications, which entail a
whole system of concepts, allegiances and attitudes2.
Death is imaginary described as a timeless voyage of the soul into a
posthumous world resembling ours, but different, a fraught journey with different
obstacles and ritual attempts for the restless soul. Ritual practices provided by this
event are meant to lighten the parting for the deceased, safely from this world to
guide it to the World beyond, and to protect him of the evil spirits and furthermore
to ensure him the inclusion on the other land. In the meantime it is also revealed
the concern about restoring the moral and social balance of the family and the
wider community tore via its detachment of a member.
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These rituals meant to assist the arrival of the deceased at destination, could
be detailed according to Ion Ghinoiu into four main sequences: “a) the preparation
of the person before death, enhanced by age, especially in case of sickness and
before the death throes; b) the physical preparation for departure (bathe and the
dressing up of the dead); c) the encouragement and the initiation in the Book of
Dead (songs of Dawn, the Fir tree and the Death Watch) and laments; d) the
initiating pass of the dead: the body in three days and the soul in 40 days”3.
In the villages along the Oltenian Danube Valley there are kept plenty of
burial customs, in fact it is the least sensitive to changes and innovations. The
funeral ceremony from this geographical areal encompasses, beside widespread
features on the entire Romanian space also some magical-ritual practices which
individualise it. We’re going to present in the following lines the particular
elements, that offer the possibility to create an overall image o the structures and
the significance of the custom.
Over time, each person becomes aware of death, that every being is caught in
the evolutionary chain and therefore of disappearance. Hence, the Great Parting is
seen as an inevitable event, derived from the natural order that governs the spheres
of the two worlds, and not as a rupture that annihilates the meaning of life. It has to
become only a discrete exit, but dignified from the scene of a person who departs a
society. The passing matters, first of all, to the individual, then to the family and
the community. Every person is alone in the Universe, he is born then dies by
himself: “a human’s place in the Universe is the same as for every being, equally
one-off, unique but also organic and fit in the heart of the entire cosmic structure
that conveys in his own way”4.
The elders speak about death as a new life. They attach importance to set up
the necessary for leaving this world to “the other world” where they will meet the
dear ones “left” earlier. Ageing people prepare the clothes they intend to wear
when they are buried, ahead of time, everything being new, handkerchiefs, towels,
veils which are shared to relatives, as a mourning sign, even the casket is kept
carefully in the attic. The burial place, constituted also an important concern in the
Romanian archaic society, nowadays an amplified custom.
In our traditional village, but also in present time when someone is “on his
deathbed”, the family calls the priest so the dying man could make a final recognisance
of his sins “to confess”, then he is imparted with the Holy Communion, in order to
strengthen the bond between the sick man’s soul and God5.
Firstly, the passing is the timeless parting of the deceased from the family
and the community members to whom he was connected to. Therefore for “the peace
of the soul”, the elders close to their deathbed used to call the dear ones, the relatives,
neighbours towards they felt guilty, to ask them forgiveness and to farewell.
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According to popular beliefs, the one who asks forgiveness, reconciling with
everybody, it doesn’t torment, but it eases his death, sleeping in peace, while the
one who doesn’t, will die hard.
But the sequence of forgiveness is bivalent. Not only the deceased is asking
for forgiveness but also those who had damaged relations with him during his life,
come to him asking forgiveness. The ritual of forgiveness between the dying person
and the healthy ones has a magical role of setting free all the guilts that members of
a family have with each other, the act is a psychological freedom under the pressure
of the injustice acts that happened between the family members over time6.
Agonising, the dying person holds in his right hand a burning candle that will
protect him of evil spirits and it will light his way to the “Other World”: “It is
placed a burning candle in the hand of the dying person in order not to allow the
evil spirits near him when the soul leaves him, and due to the light received at the
holy baptism, he needs to go with light in front of God to the other world”7.
The burning candle placed into the dead man’s hand as those hold by the
priest and attendees symbolises both Jesus Christ-the Light of the world, and also
the light of the candle of faith and the good deeds that everyone did. It is believed
that dying without light it is very bad, having evil consequences. Charles Laugier
believed that the one dying without candle finds an endless darkness on the other
world and he is horrified that “the dead man’s soul curses those who didn’t take
care to lit him a candle on his dying bed”8. For those deceased without candle,
every year on precise terms there are celebrated rituals: “Before Easter, on Friday
at the great vigils, someone from the family of the deceased man without candle
brigs at the church 44 knot-shaped bread with burning candles on every and some
fasting food (pieces of turkish delight, apples and others). When the service is
done, the food is doled. And that happens for three years in a raw”9, “If someone
dies without candle , in the great Friday, they have to go to three churches with 44
knot-shaped bread, that are feasted at the end of the service”10.
The decease is announced by audio and visual signs. At the church from the
village there are tolled the knells, and the women in the deceased’s family get out
of the house and mourn in the courtyard. Their mourning represents a truly spiritual
revolt, they call the deceased and speak about the good deeds he made, and
simultaneously they express the moral pain felt by the loss11.
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As in different regions of the country, immediately after the decease, on the
wall of the house facing the main street it is attached the mourning sign, made of
black rectangular cloth. At home all the mirrors are turned facing the wall, or there
are covered with a towel or a linen, the cats are taken outside, because if the pass
over the deceased, there is a chance that he becomes a ghost. During the period of
the three days when the dead lays in the house the rooms are not swept, the women
cover their heads with a black head scarf, and men do not shave.
The preparation for the “great passage” begins with the symbolical bath, a
ritual which take place right after the establishing the death, before the stiffness of
the body. The bath is a ritual, because it has a ritual time, it is made by certain
people with special water. The deceased is washed by people with the same gender
or age: “two-three men, if the deceased is a man and two-three women if there was
a woman. After the bath, people wash themselves with “great water” from the
church and the women don’t cook12. The bath is made up in a trough of washing
with intact water where there are put different plants and objects each having a
special’symbolical importance for the deceased (holy water, basil, flowers, little
stones, money for the one who washes the dead). At the beginning of the trough it
is put a pot with burning perfume, and the candle he hold dying.
The symbolical bath of the deceased with whole water is not about hygiene
but it has a purifying role: “following the example of the first Christians (Acts 9,
37) the bodies of the dead people are washed as a sign of purifying, with fresh
water, which reminds the water from the baptism and proves that those passing to
eternity lived accordingly with the norms of the Christian Church”13. The water
from the bath is usually thrown in a solitary place protected from the access of
people and animals: “The water is thrown behind the house. The vessel is placed
downwards, behind the house. Also it happens with the trough. For three days no
one touch them. The cloth used for cleanse was buried into the enclosure, in order
not to be ever used by anyone else to wipe their hands”14. As it is already known
the water is associated both with life and death. They say that the water from the
deadman bath is a powerful element, used to harm others. That’s why people take
great care to throw it in a private place away from the access of people and
animals, not to induce, by contagion, death.
The deceased is dressed up with new clothes, prepared by him during life,
carefully, then he is put into the “coffin”, with his hands crossed over his chest as
he was praying, then on a table, inside or outside, orientated with the feet towards
door, ready to go.
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The body and the face are covered with a white rectangular linen and on the
chest it is placed the state. In the village Mosna from Dolj County “the corners of
the linen were united by a twisted rope made of three colored threads: red, blue and
white… The linen of the dead person is similar in a certain way, as shape and
significance, with tows tied on crosswise by four spindles nailed on the grave to
prevent the change of the deadman into a ghost”15.
The state, or the measure of the dead is manufactured by old women, “of
clear wax, and lots of candles glued one another. It used to measure with a thread
the length of the dead man, they filled it with wax around and made a knot-shaped
form”16. Having the significance of “an auxiliary, of a support”17 it is placed on the
deceased chest, it is lit after the bath and it is let to burn during the service, at home
and in the church.
The habit of manufacturing the state is no longer maintained, nowadays the
light is on.
From the finger it is tied a silver or copper coin in order to pay the customs of
the air. Money is “the symbolical sign by excellence (it take place of the value of
the goods) it is associated with wealth, prosperity, power”18. Most of the times,
money are put in the pockets, bounded in handkerchief or put in the coffin. In a
linen small bag, placed in the pocket there are put a comb, soap, a mirror, a
handkerchief, a candle and inside the coffin “a death man’s state”.
The deceased is kept home for three days until the burial. This period,
between the official confirming and burial, it represents an in transit stage that the
deadman passes before the entrance into “the other world” 19. During the entire
period of three days, when the deadman lies in the house, the relatives, the
neighbours, friends and close members of the community come to bring him
flowers for his soul, but also for those from the families left long ago. The women
are the ones who mourn the dead man. In their dirge, they reveal the love they
shared, the pain provided by the emptiness left behind and simultaneously they ask
the one who is leaving to send messages to their deceased relatives. The dirge is
spontaneous, on sad songs being inspired by the relation they used to have with the
defunct or related to the circumstances the event came.
The voyage began by the soul after the decease of a person is developed on
different stages. At first, until the burial it stays around the house, the soul detaches
and for forty days it wonders among the living ones, it travels through the places
15
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where he used to go in his lifetime. In this time, it is believed that the soul drinks water
and eats the bread left at the entrance door above the door or above the window.
If during the day, the soul of the deceased is initiated for the next voyage
during nighttime he is watched over. As a magical ritual, The Death Watch is
meant to prepare the aggregation to the natural integration of the deceased into the
family of ancestors20.
The reason of the watch arises from the country man’s concern for the soul of
the deceased that he never be left alone, not even for a moment. According to the
people’believes, when the deceased is in the house, the interaction with evil forces
is probable and dangerous. A special concern is directed on animals (cats, dogs),
that are not allowed to pass over or underneath the dead, because in cases like
these, the devil gets inside the deadman’s body and will change him into a ghost.
The Death Watch is organised in the two precursory nights before the burial
service, in the room where the deceased lies. There are attending relatives, friends,
neighbours. All of them come with candles for their dead ones, the soul of the
deceased being a messenger between the two worlds. During the watch, at the head
of the dead person there is a burning candle. The attendees are talking, drinking
and eating, telling stories, catching up on old times. These people are considered
doing a good deed “the one who watches from sunset till dawn, without any sleep,
will do a “saracusta” meaning his watch is considered a good deed which is well
received in front of God”21.
The Watch represents the proof of respect towards the deceased and also a
sequence of ritual protection that he needs during transition.
During the three days before the burial mostly in all the Oltenian villages
along the Danube Valley, in the front of the house used to sing the buglers, the
women were mourning, unlike other regions where are sang The Downs: “Only the
buglers were singing. The people from the village calls it Downed”22, “It is not the
song of the Downs, but before the sun rise, the dead is mourned by relatives and
the other women”23.
The information reveals that nearby the studied areal there were performed
the Dawns. These funeral songs of considerable oldness there were interrupted by
women in certain places and moments of the funeral service. Often the mourning
and the songs are dialogues with the deceased or with mythical depicts from the
other world: “The little black roosters were singing/The Dawns were pouring/
Sisters Dawns/Sister Dawns/Don’t come in a rush/Until John is getting ready/Ready
and embellished/With silk embellishments/Because he is leaving home/With silver/
20
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Because he is leaving ground/To make ladder of wax/To climb up to Christ/Because
there it is a lovely place/The apple trees are blooming/And all the trees will
blossom”24. While the dead man is laid in the house, there is prepared the necessary
for the charity after the burial. An important role is held by the preparation of the
knot-shaped bread that are made of ritual food, with great symbolic relevance.
The knot-shaped bread are made of yeast dough and gets different shapes
and names. In Ostroveni, Dolj County “There used to make seven big heads
(Napurojnice) round as the old oven and around each head there were made
another seven knot-shaped bread and at each Head, seven funeral wheat porridge.
The head is made of Liturgy, Archangel, Carsta and four small knot shaped bread
(one of God and three Saturdays for dole)”25, and at Garla Mare, Mehedinti
County, “small pita round knot-shaped bread without hole with a pristolnic put on
them, which are taken to the church with the dead, and there are given to people;
the Liturgy shaped as a cross is handed to the priest; the round Capatel is given to
the priest, also the round communion wafer”26.
The goal of doling the knot-shaped bread is to take part at the initiation.
During the service, “the knot shaped bread becomes a replacement element which
allows the dead person to overcome the obstacles… by eating the knot bread
received as dole by the soul of the dead person you take over a part of his sins,
hastening the natural integration into the large family of the ancestors”27.
The taking out of the dead person from the house it is also marked by rituals.
When it passes over the doorstep it is broken an earthen pot and the entrance door
is slammed so that it won’t come back to haunt, changed into a ghost.
On the way from his house to the grave, the deceased is accompanied by
those remained alive, showing again the solidarity of the community. If the
deceased were boy or a girl, the procession shall take the form of a wedding
grieving cortege. At Ostroveni, at the forefront of the cortege was the one who
“takes the pillar, then the priest, after that the one with the fir and after the dead
person, who usually was laid in a carriage, followed by relatives, neighbours, and
people from the village”28.
The cortege stops three or nine times29, mandatory on crossroads, called rests,
states, stops. At these stops, the priests officiate and the deceased’s relatives pay for
his customs throwing coins over his casket. Sometimes there were stops at the draw
well or in the centre of the village and in special circumstances if the deceased was
teacher, would pass at school where there were taken speeches.
24
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After there were made few detours on the alleys the funerary cortege is
heading towards Church, where it is officiated the service by priests. After the
service, the present ones say farewell from the deceased kissing his hand: “In the
Church, after the service, in order to remain healthy the living one and to receive
forgiveness from God the dead one, it is given the final kiss”30. Subsequent, the
funerary cortege is heading towards cemetery, to the grave. Here, after the coffin is
descended into the grave, the present ones throw, individually a handful of earth,
also as “farewell”.
At the bedside of the dead person it is places a pillar or a wooden cross and
for the young ones it is planted a fir (called flagpole or “arrow”). On the cross it is
engraved the name and the surname, the year of birth and the year when it died; at
cense, there are put bunches of flowers on it. In many places from Oltenia right
beside the wooden pillar it is placed after six weeks a stone cross.
The myriad of the ritual practices during the burial, and after that at fixed
dates, helps the “traveller” and protects the living ones. The white “collars” with a
coin at the corner, the towels given to the attendees, the linen veil on what the
coffin descends, all help in different stages of the way.
In the traditional mindset it is growth the faith according to after the burial
“the soul of the dead” still indwells on earth. The fact that “he passed to the other
world” it doesn't mean an endless death. He continues “to live”, having the
necessities of living person (food, water, shelter etc.). All of these get symbolically
to the deceased through the means of charity, made by the living ones at fixed dates
(on the third day, the ninth day, the fortieth day, at the three month, the sixth
month, over a year and then every year in the day he died for seven years). Each of
these charities has a precise purpose. On the third day the soul rises to the sky, on
the 9th day, he stands before God for the second time after he saw the Heaven, on
the 40th day it is judged after the voyage through the customs of air, through
Heaven and Hell.
The incense of the grave every morning, for six weeks on Sundays and holy
days and “bringing the spring” or “carry the water” are other ritual practices
accomplished after the funeral.
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